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Theoretical studies of the first-row transition metal phosphides
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The electronic structures and spectroscopic parameters of the ground and some low-lying excited
states of the first-row transition metal phosphides have been calculated with the density functional
theory using the Becke three-parameter hybrid exchange functional with the Lee–Yang–Parr
correlation functional~B3LYP!. The ground states of the transition metal phosphides are found
to be1S1 ~ScP!, 2D ~TiP!, 3D ~VP!, 4S2 ~CrP!, 5P ~MnP!, 6S1 ~FeP!, 5D ~CoP!, 4D ~NiP!, and
3S2 ~CuP!. The B3LYP functional predicts an increase in covalent character in the bonds between
the metal and the phosphorus across the transition metal series. The energies of the low-lying
excited states relative to the ground state for TiP, FeP, and CoP have been found to be so small that
many low-lying states are possible candidates to be the ground state. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1568078#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the nature of bonding between a tra
tion metal~TM! and a main group element is of interest
many areas of science, such as surface science,1 catalysis,2

astrophysics,3,4 and organometallic chemistry.5,6 Amongst
these compounds, the transition metal oxides,7 halides,8 and
nitrides9 are the most studied and well characterized. Ho
ever, despite of the fact that transition metal phosphi
~TMP! possess remarkable properties that promise pote
applications in semiconductors, luminescent devices
electronic components,10 they are rarely studied. Theoretic
studies of TM systems are challenging due to the near
generacy and the strong dynamical correlation effects of
d electrons.11 High levelab initio methods like the multiref-
erence configuration interaction~MRCI! would normally be
required to properly describe the chemical bonding involv
d electrons. However, such calculations are usually time c
suming and computationally demanding, and have so
been performed on ScP12 and TiP13 molecules only. Recently
there was a report of the experimental observation and an
sis of photoelectron spectra of some Group III phosphide14

However, to the best of our knowledge, experimental sp
troscopic work has not been performed to any of the TM

Density functional theory~DFT! has been quite succes
ful in explaining and predicting behavior and properties o
wide variety of chemical systems and attracting much att
tion of theoretical chemists. DFT has the advantage of p
viding quite accurate estimates with a much faster speed
a much-reduced basis set requirement when compared
traditional correlation techniques. The performance of a D

a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
hrsccsc@hku.hk
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calculation depends critically on the choice of the functio
als. One of the most popular and widely used DFT functio
als, developed by Becke, called B3LYP,15,16 shows very
promising results for transition metal systems. This hyb
functional has been used in our recent calculation to ob
bond lengths, vibrational frequencies, and bond energie
alkali metal–transition metal diatomic systems, and the
sults are satisfactory.17 This hybrid functional includes a
mixture of a traditional Hartree–Fock-like exchange ener
the Slater exchange functional, with gradient corrections
to Becke, and the correlation potential of Vosko, Wilk, a
Nusair, with gradient corrections due to Lee, Yang, a
Parr.15,16

In this work, we report DFT study of the ground an
some low-lying excited states of the first-row TMP using t
B3LYP functional. Equilibrium bond length,r e , electronic
term energy,Te , harmonic vibrational frequency,ve , dipole
moment,me , and dissociation energy,De , of the nine first-
row TMP molecules were calculated. The chemical bond
of these phosphide molecules has also been examined.
hoped that our computational results will stimulate expe
mental studies of these TMP molecules.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The basis set used in our calculations for the first-r
transition metal atoms consists of the 14s, 11p, 6d, and 3f
primitive Gaussian functions constructed by augment
Wachters’ 14s, 9p, 5d basis with two additional diffusep
functions to describe the 4p orbitals and an extrad function
as suggested by Hay, and three primitivef functions. The
primitive functions were contracted to 8s, 6p, 4d,
1 f ~Wachters1f set!.18 For Sc and Ti atoms, in order to
allow for 3p orbital correlations, thep contraction is
il:
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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9225J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 20, 22 May 2003 Transition metal phosphides
changed to~3311111!. The basis set for P is the aug-cc-pVT
basis set of Dunning and co-workers.18 It consists of a 16s,
10p, 3d, and 2f primitives contracted to 6s, 5p, 3d, 2 f .
In all cases, unrestricted B3LYP calculations were perform
using theGAUSSIAN 98suite of programs.19 An HF/6-31G**
was first performed to generate an initial guess orbital. T
was then followed by B3LYP calculations with the extend
basis sets. Spectroscopic properties for different point gr
symmetry states for a given spin quantum number were t
obtained by reordering the orbitals. Dissociation energyDe

was computed as the difference in the total energiesEtot of
the TMP and its constituent atoms,

De~TMP!5Etot~TM!1Etot~P!2Etot~TMP!.

The molecular states of the TMP were assigned using
Kohn–Sham~KS! orbitals. It has been argued that KS orb
als are only auxiliary functions and bear no physical sign

TABLE I. Calculated equilibrium bond lengths (r e , in Å!, dissociation
energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequencies (ve , in cm21),
effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments (me , Debye! of the
ground state first-row TM phosphides using B3LYP method.

State r e De
a ve me Zeff

b

ScP 1S1 2.173 2.77/3.55 537 6.83 0.66
TiP 2D 2.139 2.67/2.90 454 6.35 0.62
VP 3D 2.140 3.26/4.10 390 4.24 0.42
CrP 4S2 2.200 3.63/2.21 351 4.02 0.38
MnP 5P 2.158 1.56/̄ c 406 4.40 0.43
FeP 6S1 2.106 2.07/2.59 423 3.99 0.40
CoP 5D 2.125 2.29/2.23 378 3.68 0.36
NiP 4D 2.127 2.77/2.32 391 2.86 0.28
CuP 3S2 2.160 ¯/2.13c 358 2.82 0.27

aThe first value is relative to the metal atomic state 4s23dn and the second
value is relative to the metal atomic state 4s13dn11.

bZeff5me /re .
cReordering the orbitals of the atomic state did not give other states o
same multiplicity. They all converged to the same state.
Downloaded 08 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cance and thus, they should not be used to assign molec
states. However, in recent publications, it has been sho
that results obtained from DFT/KS orbitals are quite simi
to the molecular orbitals obtained fromab initio methods,
and that one can extract a lot of information about molecu
systems from an analysis of their molecular orbitals even
DFT methods are used.20,21

III. CHEMICAL BONDS OF THE GROUND STATE

The calculated ground state spectroscopic parame
and population analysis of the first-row TMP are presented
Tables I and II, respectively. As seen from the populat
analysis and dipole moments, the bonding is suggeste
contain both ionic and covalent contributions, where the
valent contribution increases across the period~with the ex-
ception of MnP that has a slight increase in dipole mom
and net charge!. The bonding arises from the interaction
between the metal valence 3d and 4s orbitals and the phos
phorus 3p orbitals. The metals orbitals undergosps and
sds hybridizations and interact with the phosphorus 3ps or-
bital to form bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding orbita
The metal 3dp orbitals interact with the P 3pp orbitals to
give bonding and antibonding orbitals. The metal 3dd orbit-
als are nonbonding as there are no counterparts in phosp
ous~P!. Hence, the expected order of stability iss bond.p
bond.s andd nonbonding.p antibonding.s antibonding.
However, the filling order is complicated by the fact th
d–d exchange energy is larger than the energy separa
between different orbitals and the mixings of the metals2dn

and s1dn11 asymptotes. Moreover, as we move across
series, the energy of the metal valence orbitals (4s and 3d)
decrease so that it is higher than the P 3p orbitals for the
early TM atoms, but fall below that of P 3p orbitals for latter
TM atoms.22

e

LYP
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4
4
2
5
5
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0
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5
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6

TABLE II. Mulliken population analysis of the ground state of the first-row TM phosphides using the B3
method.

ScP TiP VP CrP MnP FeP CoP NiP CuP
1S1 2D 3D 4S2 5P 6S1 5D 4D 3S2

TM ss 0.58 0.50 0.84 0.81 0.99 0.95 0.86 1.01 1.1
ps 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.1
ppx 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.17 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.0
ppy 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.0
ds 0.32 0.37 0.91 0.94 1.08 1.08 1.09 1.87 1.9
dpx 0.67 0.74 0.89 0.94 1.26 1.76 1.86 1.92 1.9
dpy 0.67 0.74 0.89 0.94 1.13 1.76 1.86 1.92 1.9
dd12 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.0
dd22 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.0
4s 0.58 0.50 0.84 0.81 0.99 0.95 0.86 1.01 1.1
4p 0.19 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.27 0.28 0.22 0.19 0.1
3d 1.66 2.85 3.69 4.82 5.47 6.60 7.80 8.72 9.8

P ss 1.89 1.92 1.94 1.92 1.86 1.85 1.86 1.88 1.8
ps 1.15 1.16 1.23 1.26 0.98 1.03 1.09 1.13 1.0
ppx 1.22 1.17 1.06 1.02 1.55 1.11 1.06 1.01 1.0
ppy 1.22 1.17 1.06 1.02 0.82 1.11 1.06 1.01 1.0
3s 1.89 1.92 1.94 1.92 1.86 1.85 1.86 1.89 1.8
3p 3.59 3.50 3.34 3.30 3.35 3.25 3.21 3.16 3.0

QTM 10.56 10.49 10.35 10.27 10.27 10.17 10.12 10.08 20.10
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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A. Phosphides of the early TM: ScP, TiP, VP, and CrP

The ground state of each TMP in the early period ha
triple bond with the remaining valence electrons mainly
calized on the TM. Accordingly, all valence electrons of
encumber the triple bond, giving rise to a1S1 ground state.
The ground state of TiP is calculated to be2D, with the
fourth valence electron added to the 3dd orbital. In the
MRCI–SD calculation by Harrisonet al.,13 the ground state
was calculated to be2S1, with the fourth valence electron
going into the nonbondingsds orbital. In fact, these two
states are calculated to have energy very close to each o
From MRCI–SD calculations of Harrisonet al.,13 the 2D
state is about 1700 cm21 higher than the2S1 state and from
our B3LYP calculations, the2D state is about 650 cm21

lower than the2S1 state. It has been pointed out that t
neglected multipolar terms in DFT methods may cause
overstabilization of the 4s13dn11 configuration.23–25 Since
the 2D state correlates to the atomic asymptote5F (s1d3)
whereas the2S1 state correlates to the atomic asymptote3F
(s2d2), the overstabilization of the high-spin atomic sta
may change the order of the two states. However, MR
method is also well known of its bias towards the low-sp
s2dn state. Experimental work could thus be valuable to c
firm the ground state of TiP. The ground state of VP is3D,
with the fourth and the fifth valence electrons going into t
metal nonbondingsds hybrid and the 3dd orbital. CrP has a
4S2 ground state with the three unpaired electrons occu
ing the nonbondingsds hybrid and the two 3dd orbitals.

B. Phosphides of the latter TM: MnP, FeP, CoP, NiP,
and CuP

If the bonding in MnP follows that of the early phos
phides~ScP to CrP!, the additional electron would go to th
nonbondingsds hybrid or 3dd orbital, giving rise to the3S2

or 3D state as the ground state. Such bonding mechanis
actually not favorable as there is a loss ind–d exchange
energy and supplementary energy is required to polarize
electrons away from the P atom if the electron is added to
sds hybrid orbital. A better way may be to transfer one of t
valences or d electrons of the ground state Mn to the P 3pp

orbitals, leading to a5P state. The P 3pp orbitals then back-
donate charges to the metal 3dp and 4pp orbitals~which are
basically antibonding in character!, increasing thed–d ex-
change energy gain. The resultants and p bonds formed
between Mn and P are polarized towards the phospho
Thus, a quintet state is more likely to be the ground st
Following the same bonding picture of MnP, FeP would ha
its extra electron added to the P 3pp orbitals, mixed with Fe
3dp and 4pp orbitals, giving rise to a6S1 state as the
ground state. For CoP, the ground state is calculated to b5D
signifying that the extra electron goes into the nonbond
3dd orbital. The addition of one more electron to the no
bonding sds hybrid in NiP gives a4D state as its ground
state. Finally CuP would have its last electron occupying
nonbonding 3dd orbital leading to a3S2 ground state.

From Tables I and II, it is easily seen that the net cha
on the metal atom and the dipole moment decrease acros
period from the left-hand side~Sc! to the right-hand side
Downloaded 08 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~Cu! except a small rise at Mn. Such trends are in accorda
with the electronegativity difference between the metal a
the phosphorus atoms, which also decreases across the s
and hence a decrease in ionic character across the seri
can also be seen that there is a sharp drop of dipole mom
from TiP to VP and from CoP to NiP. This is due to the fa
that electrons are added to thesds hybrid orbital sequen-
tially, and these electrons are polarized away from the P a
and hence causing a decrease in the dipole moment.

IV. SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES

The ground and some low-lying excited states of t
first-row TMP are discussed individually in the followin
sections. We obtained both the spectroscopic parameters
the Mulliken population analysis for the ground and som
excited states of these nine TMP. Since the spectrosc
parameters are useful for experimentalists to search for th
TMP and the population analysis of the ground states
these phosphides are important for the discussion, they
included in the text. However, tables concerning the popu
tion analysis of the excited states of individual molecules
available from the EPAPS.26

A. ScP

The spectroscopic parameters for the ground and s
excited states of ScP are given in Table III. The ground s
of ScP has a1S1 symmetry with a triple bond and a bon
length of 2.173 Å. From the population analysis, it can
seen that both the 4s and the 3ds orbitals contribute to thes
bond, with 4s giving a larger contribution. This is in contras
with the nitride analogue, where the dominant contributi
comes from the 3ds orbital. This may come from the fac
that P 3ps orbital is more diffuse and therefore it has a bet
overlap with the diffuse metal 4s orbital than the more com
pact metal 3d orbital. Exciting thep-bonding electron from
the ground state to thesds hybrid breaks the triple bond an
gives rise to a1P state. This state lies 3049 cm21 above the
ground state. Triplet uncoupling of the exciteds electron
gives a 3P state with adiabatic transition energyTe

53017 cm21. These two excited states have very simi

TABLE III. Calculated bond lengths (r e , in Å!, excitation energies (Te , in
cm21), dissociation energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequencies
(ve , in cm21), effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments (me , in
Debye! of ScP for several electronic states using the B3LYP method.
values in parentheses are theoretical values from Tientegaet al. ~Ref. 12!.

State r e Te De
a ve me Zeff

b

1S1 2.173 0 2.77/3.55 537 6.83 0.66
~2.277! ~0! ~1.55/3.25! ~446! ~0.23!

1P 2.302 3049 2.40/3.17 451 5.32 0.48
~2.392! ~4879! ~0.94! ~392! ~0.25!

3P 2.298 3017 2.40/3.18 458 5.35 0.49
~2.375! ~3364! ~1.12! ~397! ~0.23!

3F 2.386 7486 1.84/2.62 408 7.27 0.64
5D 2.611 8496 1.72/2.49 304 3.70 0.30
5P 2.655 11 269 1.37/2.15 284 3.46 0.27

aThe first value is relative to the atomic states2d1 and the second value is
relative to the atomic states1d2.

bZeff5me /re .
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9227J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 20, 22 May 2003 Transition metal phosphides
spectroscopic parameters, as their major difference is
spin multiplicity. Triplet uncoupling of thep-bonding elec-
tron and exciting it from the ground state to the nonbond
3dd orbital gives the3F state, which lies 7486 cm21 above
the ground state. Further excitation of thep-bonding electron
from the3P state and quintet uncoupling to the 3dd and the
essentially 3dp orbitals generated5D and5P states, respec
tively. These two states have as bond, where the P 3ps

orbital not only makes a bonding with thesds hybrid orbital,
but also with the 4sps hybrid orbital such that the 4p popu-
lation increases as can be seen in population analysis. Th
because thep-bonding orbitals are now solely of P 3pp char-
acter so that there is no 3dp – 3pp bonding to constraint the
4sps – 3ps bonding. Harrison and co-workers12 used
MRCI–SD method to obtain spectroscopic parameters
ScP which gives the same energy ordering of states as o
1S1,3P,1P. Their calculated bond lengths are long
than our B3LYP values. This may be due to their se
consistent-field calculations, which is biased in favor of t
s2d1 asymptote, giving a larger contribution from the 4s
orbital ~0.96! compared with our result~0.58!. Their vibra-
tional frequencies and dissociation energies are also ca
lated to be smaller than our values. Jeung27 has recently per-
formed MRCI calculations on the ground state ScP with
more extended basis set and his calculated bond length
brational frequency, and dissociation energy~relative to the
asymptotic products! are 2.248 Å, 440 cm21, and 3.81 eV,
respectively. Our B3LYP results are in good agreements w
Jeung’sab initio data forr e and De ~within 7% error!, but
not ve ~more than 20% difference!. Such discrepancy is als
observed in the ground state calculations of ScN,27 where the
B3LYP functional predicted a much largerve compared with
the MRCI and the experimental value. We have construc
the potential energy curve~PEC! for the ground state ScN
and found that it led to a wrong asymptotic product,
(3d3), which lies 4.2 eV above the true asymptotic produ
Sc(s1d2). This might mean that the B3LYP functional ca
not properly mix these two atomic configurations. The sa
situation could happen to the ScP molecule.

B. TiP

The spectroscopic parameters for the ground and s
excited states of TiP are presented in Table IV. The gro
state of TiP is calculated to be of2D symmetry with a bond
length 2.139 Å. It has a triple bond with the unpaired ele
tron residing in the nonbonding metal-localized 3dd orbital.
From the electron distribution in the population analysis, i
noted that as in the case of ScP, both the 4s and the 3ds

orbitals contribute to thes bond, with 4s having a larger
share. This is again due to the fact that metal 3d orbitals are
more compact and do not overlap with the diffuse Pp
orbitals as good as the diffuse metal 4s orbital. Excitation of
the unpairedd electron from the2D state to thesds hybrid
gives rise to a2S1 state. This state lies only 647 cm21 above
the 2D state and is thus also a possible candidate for
ground state. If the unpaired 3dd electron is promoted to the
higher-lying p orbital, it gives a 2P state, which is
9158 cm21 above the ground state. The higher-lyingp or-
bital in this state has contributions not only from 3dp – 3pp
Downloaded 08 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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overlap, but also 4pp – 3pp overlap. This is because excita
tion to the 3dp orbital reduces P to Ti backdonation, whic
decreases the covalent contribution, and hence an increa
the net charge. To minimize the loss in covalent bonding,
p orbital becomes a mixture of 3dp and 4pp . Since the 4pp

orbital is in a different region of space, it does not interfe
with the P to Ti backdonation. Therefore, the2P state shows
an increase in the net charge and an increase in thepp

population relative to the2D ground state. Exciting the
p-bonding electron from the2D state to the nonbondingsds

hybrid results in2F and 4F states, which are, respectivel
2043 and 1970 cm21 above the2D state. These two state
have very similar spectroscopic parameters since their m
difference comes from the spin multiplicity. As in ScP, th
higher spin state is lower in energy, which conforms to t
Hund’s rule. Further excitation of anotherp-bonding elec-
tron from the4F state to the higher-lyingp orbital and un-
coupling the electron will give rise to a6P state, which is
8145 cm21 above the ground state. For this state, the oc
pied p orbitals have the major contributions coming from
3pp , instead of a mixture of metal 3dp and P 3pp orbitals.
Actually, as the symmetry and the spin multiplicity of th
states change, the coefficients of the atomic orbitals cont
uting to the molecular orbitals may change as well. We th
suggest that different states might have different bond
schemes, even for the same molecule.

Comparing with the previousab initio MRCI–SD results
of Harrison and co-workers,13 their calculated ground state i
of 2S1 symmetry with the fourth valence electron going in
the sds hybrid and the2D state lying 1690 cm21 above the
2S1 state. As we have discussed in the preceding section
difference may be arisen from the inherent shortcomings
the methods used. Jeung27 has recently performed MRCI cal
culations with a more extended basis set and obtained
same2S1 ground state. In order to examine whether there
any bias of the B3LYP method for the higherL state, we
have performed B3LYP calculations on the nitride analog
TiN and the isoelectronic diatomic molecule ScS. Both
these two molecules were characterized experimentally

TABLE IV. Calculated bond lengths (r e , in Å!, excitation energies (Te , in
cm21), dissociation energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequencies
(ve , in cm21), effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments (me , in
Debye! of TiP for several electronic states using the B3LYP method. T
values in parentheses are theoretical values from Glezakonet al. ~Ref. 13!.

State r e Te De
a ve me Zeff

b

2D 2.139 0 2.67/2.90 454 6.35 0.62
~2.217! ~1690! ~1.82! ~434! ~7.2! ~0.45!

2S1 2.078 647 2.59/2.82 483 4.55 0.46
~2.158! ~0! ~2.04! ~465! ~4.4! ~0.48!

2F 2.271 2043 2.42/2.64 404 4.88 0.45
2P 2.168 9158 1.53/1.76 385 5.71 0.55

~2.280! ~9900! ~0.78! ~343! ~5.3! ~0.41!
4F 2.239 1970 2.43/2.65 454 5.04 0.47
6P 2.553 8145 1.66/1.89 307 3.73 0.31

aThe first value is relative to the atomic states2d2 and the second value is
relative to the atomic states1d3.

bZeff5me /re .
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9228 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 20, 22 May 2003 Tong, Jeung, and Cheung
have a2S1 ground state.9,28 For both molecules, we pre
dicted the ground state to be2S1, in agreement with experi
ments and other calculations. Experimental work is requi
to verify which is the ground state for TiP. As in the case
ScP, the bond lengths from the B3LYP calculations
shorter than the MRCI–SD calculations.13 The bond length,
vibrational frequency, and dissociation energy~relative to the
asymptotic products! of the 2S1 state calculated by Jeung27

are 2.135 Å, 491 cm21, and 2.28 eV, respectively. Our re
sults in fact agree quite well with theseab initio values. We
have also performed the B3LYP calculations using the sa
basis set as Jeung27 on ScP and TiP to examine if the resu
were sensitive to the use of basis sets. We found that
results were more or less the same with the basis set we
used in Sec. II. In fact, there was report indicating that D
calculation was less dependent on the size of basis set w
compared withab initio methods.29 This could be anothe
merit of DFT to be a promising computational tool.

C. VP

The spectroscopic parameters for the ground and s
excited states of VP are summarized in Table V. The gro
state of VP is3D. It has a triple bond with two metal
localized, high-spin electrons residing in the 3dd and thesds

hybrid orbitals with a bond length of 2.140 Å. Singlet co
pling the nonbondingsds electron gives the1D state, which
is 5514 cm21 above the ground state. These two states h
similar spectroscopic parameters as they differ only in
spin multiplicity. Exciting the two metal-based, high-sp
electrons from the ground state to various higher energy
bitals can generate excited states of VP in which the tr
bond is intact. For example, the excitation of the nonbond
sds electron from the3D state to the 3dd orbital gives a3S2

state which lies 3482 cm21 above the ground state, whil
moving the electron to the higher-lyingp orbital gives a3P
state withTe59507 cm21. Note that as in the case of TiP
the higher-lying p orbital uses both the 3dp – 3pp and
4pp – 3pp overlap. This is due to the same reason as d
cussed for the2P state of TiP: to minimize the loss in cova
lent bonding of P to V backdonation. Exciting the nonbon
ing sds electron from the1D state to the singly occupied 3dd

orbital gives rise to a1G state which lies at a much highe

TABLE V. Calculated bond lengths (r e , in Å!, excitation energies (Te , in
cm21), dissociation energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequencie
(ve , in cm21), effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments (me , in
Debye! of VP for several electronic states using the B3LYP method.

State r e Te De
a ve me Zeff

b

3D 2.140 0 3.26/4.10 390 4.24 0.42
3S2 2.168 3482 2.83/3.67 362 5.76 0.56
3P 2.177 9507 2.08/2.92 392 5.84 0.56
1D 2.078 5514 2.57/3.42 402 4.05 0.41
1G 2.050 13545 1.58/2.42 572 5.72 0.59
1S2 2.129 17637 1.07/1.91 416 2.85 0.28
5P 2.218 4878 2.65/3.50 416 4.33 0.41

aThe first value is relative to the atomic states2d3 and the second value is
relative to the atomic states1d4.

bZeff5me /re .
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energy of 13 544 cm21. High axial angular momentum state
generally lie high in energy since they are not correlated
the neutral dissociation limit. If the bondingsds electron is
excited to the empty 3dd orbital from the1D state, it will
give rise to a1S2 state, lying 17 637 cm21 above the ground
state, even higher than the1G state. It is due to the fact tha
the electron is now excited from a bonding orbital. Movin
the p-bonding electron from the3D state and uncoupling i
to the 3dd orbital gives rise to a5P state, lying 4878 cm21

above the ground state.

D. CrP

Table VI gives the spectroscopic parameters for
ground and some excited states of CrP. The ground stat
CrP is a4S2 state with a bond length 2.200 Å. It may b
thought of as having a triple bond and three high-spin me
localized electrons in the nonbonding 3dd and sds hybrid
orbitals. The first excited state of CrP of the same multipl
ity can be obtained by exciting the unpaireds electron in the
4S2 state to the higher-lyingp orbital, giving a4P state. As
can be seen from Table VI, there is a large energy gap
tween these two states (11 184 cm21). This is because, in
contrast to the ground state, thein situ valence atomic state
of Cr is no longer solely ofs1d5, which is of exceptional
stability, but a mixture ofs1d5 and d6 atomic states. The
latter state is very high lying and hence making the coval
contribution to the bonding decreases. Therefore, there i
increase in the net charge on Cr relative to the ground st
To minimize the loss of the covalent interaction, there is
mixing between the 3dp and the 4pp orbitals such that ex-
cess charge on P can be donated to Cr through the 4pp – 3pp

overlap. Therefore, there is an increase in the 4p population
in the4P state. Singlet coupling of the nonbondingsds elec-
tron of the 4S2 state resulted in the2S2 state, which lies
10 614 cm21 above the ground state. One may be surpris
about such a huge difference between the two states, w
differs only in the spin multiplicity~becauseTe will be the
pairing energy!. Such a difference may be attributed to th
fact that when the electron is moving from thea to the cor-
respondingb spin–orbitals, the coefficients of the atom
orbitals making up the MO’s are not the same.

Uncoupling thep-bonding electron and exciting it to th
higher-lyingp orbitals from the4S2 state gives a6S2 state,
which is 5617 cm21 above the ground state. Even thoug
this state has the electron occupying a higher-lying orbi

TABLE VI. Calculated bond lengths (r e , in Å!, excitation energies (Te , in
cm21), dissociation energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequencies
(ve , in cm21), effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments (me , in
Debye! of CrP for several electronic states using the B3LYP method.

State r e Te De
a ve me Zeff

b

4S2 2.200 0 3.63/2.21 351 4.02 0.38
4P 2.164 11 184 2.24/0.82 394 5.90 0.57
2S2 2.134 10 614 2.31/0.89 352 3.36 0.33
6S2 2.327 5617 2.93/1.51 327 4.17 0.38

aThe first value is relative to the atomic states2d4 and the second value is
relative to the atomic states1d5.

bZeff5me /re .
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the in situ valence atomic state is still mainly of the stab
s1d5 state. It is because theb electron in thep bonding
orbital, which is composed of P 3pp orbital is now moving
to the a orbital which is also mainly composed of P 3pp

orbital, with some mixing of Cr 3dp orbitals. Hence, this
state actually lies lower in energy compared with the t
previous excited states.

E. MnP

The spectroscopic parameters for the ground and s
excited states of MnP are given in Table VII. The lowe
energy state of MnP predicted from the B3LYP method is
5P symmetry with a bond length of 2.155 Å. It may b
viewed as consisting of a triple bond with the unpaired el
trons residing in the nonbondingsds and 3dd and the anti-
bondingp orbital. The nonbondings orbital actually does
not arise only fromsds hybridization, but also 4sps . This
may be due to the fact that thes1p1d5 configuration is about
the same energy ass1d6 , in contrast to all other TM where
thes1p1dn state is much higher in energy than both thes2dn

ands1dn11 states.30 Hence, there is an increase in 4p popu-
lation. The next higher energy state calculated is3S2, which
is formed from the Mn grounds2d5 configuration. It has a
triple bond with two valence electrons doubly occupying t
sds hybrid and two valence electrons singly occupying t
3dd orbitals. It is calculated to be 2112 cm21 above the
ground state. Even though this state can be made from
ground atomic state of Mn, there is a large loss ind–d
exchange energy by spin pairing in this state. Hence, the
spin 5P state is favored. Upon excitation of thesds hybrid
electron from the3S2 state to the virtual antibondingp or-
bital gives a3P state and it lies 7005 cm21 above the ground
state. Moving the electron from the nonbondingsds hybrid
orbital of 3S2 state and singlet coupling it to the antibondin
s orbital gives the1S2 state, which is 19 926 cm21 above
the ground state. From the Mulliken population analysis,
1(2 state has considerable contributions from thep orbitals,
which suggests that this state is arisen from a mixture of
s2d5 and thes1p1d5 atomic states. Since thes1p1d5 state
lies roughly 2 eV above thes2d5 ground atomic state, the
negative dissociation energy indicates that the1(2 state
probably dissociates to thes1p1d5 atomic state and the dis
sociation energy is still positive relative to the ground atom
state. The antibondings orbital involves a mixture of Mn

TABLE VII. Calculated bond lengths (r e , in Å!, excitation energies (Te , in
cm21), dissociation energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequencie
(ve , in cm21), effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments (me , in
Debye! of MnP for several electronic states using the B3LYP method.

State r e Te De
a ve me Zeff

b

5P 2.158 0 1.56 406 4.40 0.43
3S2 2.217 2112 1.30 292 2.07 0.20
3P 2.191 7005 0.69 351 3.69 0.35

1S2 2.288 19 926 20.92c 283 0.01 0.00

aReordering orbitals of the atomic states2d5 did not give other states of the
same multiplicity. They all converged to the same state.

bZeff5me /re .
cSee text.
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4s, 4ps , and P 3ps orbitals. As we move across the TM
series, not only the 4s and 3d energy decrease, but also th
4p energy, such that for Mn, the 4p energy is close enough
to the P 3p energy that the antibondings orbital has a small
contribution coming from Mn 4ps orbital.30 Thus the metal
4p population increase can be explained.

F. FeP

The spectroscopic parameters for the ground and s
excited states of FeP are presented in Table VIII. The gro
state of FeP is calculated to be6S1 symmetry with a bond
length of 2.106 Å. This may be thought of having a doub
bond with the five valence electrons singly occupying t
metal nonbondingsds hybrid, the 3dd , and the antibonding
p orbitals. This state has thein situ valence atomic state
arisen froms1d7 configuration. As in MnP, the antibondin
p orbitals have contributions coming not only from P 3pp ,
but also a small contribution from Fe 3dp and 4pp obitals.
This may be due to the continuous fall in 4p energy across
the TM series that it has a better match in energy with Pp
orbitals. Therefore, there are some populations in the 4p or-
bitals. The next higher energy state calculated is the4F state
~with a small mixing of the4P state!, which lies only
144 cm21 above the6S1 state. This state can be thought
consisting of a triple bond with two~one! of the remaining
electrons going into thesds hybrid, two ~three! of them go-
ing into the 3dd orbitals, and the final one going into th
antibondingp orbitals. It is hard to visualize this state as a
electron promoting from the calculated ground state to ot
orbitals since it is the antibondingp electron moving into the
nonbonding orbitals, which should make this state lower
energy. We have looked into the population of the MO
formed from the valence orbitals for these two states.
found that the metal and P valence orbitals actually mix d
ferently in these two states. For example, the bondingp
orbital has the contributions coming mainly from Fe 3dp in
6S1 state; however, in4F (4P) state, theb spin–orbital
main contributions come from P 3pp . This may be the rea-
son why even though the6S1 state has two electrons goin
into the antibondingp orbitals, it is still of lower energy.
Moreover, again according to Hund’s rule, high spin sta
should be favored. Therefore,6S1 state is very likely to be

TABLE VIII. Calculated bond lengths (r e , in Å!, excitation energies (Te ,
in cm21), dissociation energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequen-
cies (ve , in cm21), effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments
(me , in Debye! of FeP for several electronic states using the B3LY
method.

State r e Te De
a ve me Zeff

b

6S1 2.106 0 2.07/2.59 423 3.99 0.40
6F 2.229 4281 1.54/2.06 377 4.35 0.41
4F (4P) 2.103 144 2.05/2.58 413 3.62 0.36
4P 2.109 1315 1.91/2.43 421 4.03 0.40
2D 2.150 445 2.02/2.54 347 2.75 0.27
2F (2P) 2.179 1938 1.83/2.35 343 3.14 0.30
2P 2.043 9019 0.95/1.47 445 4.04 0.42

aThe first value is relative to the atomic states2d6 and the second value is
relative to the atomic states1d7.
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the ground state. The second higher energy state calculat
of 2D symmetry, which consists of a triple bond with the fiv
valence electrons occupying the nonbondingsds and 3dd

orbitals. This state lies only 445 cm21 above the ground
state. From the population analysis, thein situ valence
atomic state is most likely to bes1d7. As is discussed above
the different mixings of the atomic orbitals and the low sp
multiplicity may be the reason why even though it has
electron occupying the antibonding orbitals, it is still
higher energy. However, since these three states are so
in energy ~only hundreds of cm21 difference!, we cannot
conclude that6S1 must be the ground state. In the nitrid
analogue, it has been proposed that2D and 4P states to be
the ground states.9 It would need further studies to confirm
the ground state for FeP.

Excitation of thesds hybrid electron of the2D state to
the antibondingp orbital gives rise to the2F and2P states.
The 2F state is calculated to be 1938 cm21 above the2D
state, with a small mixings of a2P state~this P state arises
from promoting a 3dd electron to the antibondingp orbital
from the 2D state!, while the 2P state is lying 9019 cm21

above the2D state. One may be surprised why such a la
difference is observed since they only differ in the sign of
antibonding orbital occupied (p2 and p1 components, re-
spectively!. This is because, from the population of these t
orbitals in the respective state,2F state has thep2 com-
posed of Fe 3dp and P 3pp , while the2P state has thep1

made of mainly P 3pp ~with a small contribution from Fe
3dp and 4pp). Hence, they would not be of the same ener
Moreover, these two states also have different mixings of
AO’s to give the MO’s. Therefore, it may not be appropria
to say simply that the excited states are arisen from prom
ing the electron from one MO to another MO because
large orbital relaxation. Uncoupling the nonbondingsds

electron of the2P state gives rise to the4P state, which is
1315 cm21 above the ground state. These two states
separated by;7700 cm21 not only because of the differenc
in spin multiplicity, but also there is a slight difference in th
AO composition in the nonbondingsds orbital: the4P state
has a larger 4s character than the2P state. If an electron is
excited from the bondingp orbitals of the6S1 state to the
antibondingp orbitals, it gives rise to the6F state. This state
lies 4281 cm21 above the ground state. Here, the electr
configuration change includes an orbital substitution fr
the Fe character to the P character, accompanied by a
electron charge transfer from Fe to P. Thus, there is an
crease in the net charge relative to the ground state.

G. CoP

Table IX lists the spectroscopic parameters for
ground and some excited states of CoP. The ground sta
CoP has5D symmetry. From population analysis, it can
seen that thein situ valence atomic configuration for thi
state is Cos1d8. It consists of a double bond of bond leng
2.125 Å with three valence electrons going into the 3dd or-
bitals and the remaining three singly occupying thesds hy-
brid and the antibondingp orbitals. Coupling the nonbond
ing 3dd electron gives rise to the3D state which is
6727 cm21 above the ground state. This difference in ene
Downloaded 08 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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between the two states is due to the difference in spin m
tiplicity as their spectroscopic parameters differ only slight
Exciting thep-bonding electron in the5D state to the non-
bonding sds hybrid and coupling the two antibondingp
electrons gives rise to a3F state at an energy 651 cm21

above the ground state. If the bonding electron goes into
nonbonding 3dd orbital instead, it will give rise to a3P state
lying 11 227 cm21 above the ground state. If we have all th
electrons singlet coupled in the3F state, it will give rise to a
1F state, which is 2095 cm21 above the ground state. If thi
state is mixed with a1P state~this state arises from fully
occupying the 3dd instead of thesds nonbonding hybrid as
in the 1F state!, it significantly lowers its energy to
645 cm21 above the ground state. Excitation of all th
p-bonding electrons to the nonbonding 3dd and higher-lying
p orbitals from the3F state results in a1S1 state which is
10 392 cm21 above the ground state. It may be surprisi
why the 1S1 state is lower in energy than3P state, which
has more bonding electrons. This is because the higher-l
p orbitals in the1S1 state is mainly of P 3p character.
Hence, it has a strong bonding between the P 3pp orbitals
and results in a significant decrease in bond length an
slightly lower energy than the3P state.

H. NiP

The spectroscopic parameters for the ground and s
excited states of NiP are given in Table X. The lowest ene
state of NiP calculated is4D with a bond length of 2.127 Å.

TABLE IX. Calculated bond lengths (r e , in Å!, excitation energies (Te , in
cm21), dissociation energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequencies
(ve , in cm21), effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments (me , in
Debye! of CoP for several electronic states using the B3LYP method.

State r e Te De
a ve me Zeff

b

5D 2.125 0 2.29/2.23 378 3.68 0.36
3F 2.085 651 2.21/2.15 393 3.10 0.31
3D 2.137 6727 1.46/1.40 353 3.48 0.34
3P 2.038 11227 0.90/0.84 378 3.26 0.34
1F (1P) 2.148 645 2.21/2.15 350 2.88 0.28
1F 2.127 2095 2.03/1.97 359 2.67 0.26
1S1 1.909 10 392 1.00/0.94 587 2.22 0.24

aThe first value is relative to the atomic states2d7 and the second value is
relative to the atomic states1d8.

bZeff5me /re .

TABLE X. Calculated bond lengths (r e , in Å!, excitation energies (Te , in
cm21), dissociation energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequencies
(ve , in cm21), effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments (me , in
Debye! of NiP for several electronic states using the B3LYP method.

State r e Te De
a ve me Zeff

b

4D 2.127 0 2.77/2.32 391 2.86 0.28
4S2 2.141 1721 2.56/2.11 347 3.36 0.33
2D 2.130 2284 2.49/2.04 389 2.85 0.28
2P 2.281 18 077 0.53/0.07 304 20.49 20.05
6D 2.353 13 990 1.03/0.58 250 0.66 0.06

aThe first value is relative to the atomic states2d8 and the second value is
relative to the atomic states1d9.

bZeff5me /re .
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The in situ valence atomic configuration for this state iss1d9

configuration with thed hole in the d symmetry. Singlet
coupling of the two electrons occupying the higher-lyingp
orbitals results in a2D state, which lies 2284 cm21 above the
ground state. Since the two states differ only in the s
multiplicity, their spectroscopic parameters are very close
each other. Uncoupling the nonbondingsds electron in the
ground state and promoting it to the antibondings orbital
gives rise to a6D state. This state lies 13 990 cm21 above the
ground state and because the electron moves from a
bonding orbital to an antibonding orbital, the bond leng
increases. From population analysis, it can be seen that t
is significant population in the 4ps orbital, indicating that
besidessds hybridization, there is also 4sps hybridization
for bonding in NiP. As discussed in the section of MnP, it
probable that as the energy of 4p orbitals continue to fall
across the TM series the 4p– 3p overlap becomes more fa
vorable for bonding. On the other hand, if thesds electron in
the ground state moves to the metal 3dd orbital, it gives rise
to a 4S2 state lying 1721 cm21 above the ground state
Since the electron is transferred among the nonbonding
bitals, the bond lengths do not differ much. If an electron
excited from thep-bonding orbital in the2D state to the
antibonding s orbital, it gives a 2P state, which is
18 077 cm21 above the ground state. This state arises
only from s2d8 and s1d9 configurations, but alsos1p1d8

configuration, as in the case of the6D state. Since thes1p1d8

configuration is high-lying relative to the ground atom
state, the states arising from this configuration are rather h
in energy. Moreover, the2P state actually has a net negativ
charge on Ni, instead of the more electronegative P. T
may be due to the excitation of the essentially Ni 3dp elec-
tron, leaving a hole for P to have charge transfer from P
Ni.

I. CuP

The spectroscopic parameters for the ground and s
excited states of CuP are given in Table XI. The ground s
of CuP calculated is mainly arisen from the grounds1d10

configuration, with a small contribution coming from th
s2d9 ands1p1d9 configurations, forming a3S2 state. It has
a bond length of 2.160 Å and consists of a double bond w
all the nonbonding orbitals fully filled. Singlet coupling o

TABLE XI. Calculated bond lengths (r e , in Å!, excitation energies (Te , in
cm21), dissociation energies (De , in eV!, harmonic vibrational frequencie
(ve , in cm21), effective nuclear charges (Zeff), and dipole moments (me , in
Debye! of CuP for several electronic states using the B3LYP method.

State r e Te De
a ve me Zeff

b

3S2 2.160 0 2.13 358 2.82 0.27
3P 2.135 13 658 0.43 355 4.08 0.40
1S2 2.151 1966 1.89 365 2.87 0.28
1D 2.123 9164 0.99 388 2.96 0.29
5S2 2.420 17 311 20.02c 160 20.89 20.08

aReordering the orbitals of the atomic states1d10 did not give other states o
the same multiplicity. They all converged to the same state.

bZeff5me /re .
cPresence of barrier.
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the high-lying p electrons gives a1S2 state lying
1966 cm21 above the ground state. These two states di
mainly in the spin multiplicity and hence they have ve
similar spectroscopic parameters. When the nonbondingsds

electron in the ground state is excited to the higher-lyingp
orbital, it gives rise to a3P state which lies 13 658 cm21

above the ground state. Since the higher-lyingp orbitals are
mainly of P character, there is net negative charge transfe
to P, and this is the only state calculated to have nega
charge on P. This state is much higher in energy than
ground state since this excited state is arisen not only fr
the very stable grounds1d10 configuration, but also some
contributions from the high-lyings1p1d9 configuration.
Though this atomic state is also involved in the ground sta
it is not as much as in this excited state. If the high-lyingp
electron in the1S2 state now sits in the same space, s
p1 , the state resulted will be of1D symmetry which lies
9164 cm21 above the ground state. Such difference in ene
between these two singlet states is due to the fact that the1D
state has the two electron closer together which is unfav
able according to the Hund’s rule and hence, it has a hig
energy. Uncoupling thesds electron in the3S2 state and
exciting it to the antibondings orbital gives rise to the5S2

state. This state is 17 311 cm21 above the ground state. Suc
a large energy gap may indicate that thiss orbital has a
strong antibonding character.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed B3LYP calculations with an e
tended basis set on the first-row TM phosphides. We fou
that the ground states of these phosphides followed thos
the isoelectronic sulfides~except TiP, where a ground state
2D is predicted from our B3LYP calculations, but a2S1

state for ScS!.31 In addition, the covalent character of the
phosphides increases across the series from Sc to Cu~with a
slight rise at Mn!, in accordance with the electronegativi
difference. Electronic states with different spin multiplicitie
are well separated for the early and late phosphides, but
for those in the middle, in particular FeP and CoP. Co
pounds formed by these TM’s are in many cases difficult
describe accurately as one has to balance thed–d exchange
energy loss against the energy gain in bond formation. T
quasidegeneracy makes it difficult to assign using theoret
approach unambiguously which state should be the gro
state, so all these low-lying states are possible candidate
be the ground state. It would need further experimental
theoretical studies to confirm the ground state, in particu
those for the TiP, FeP, and CoP.
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